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Introduction
One of the main goals of the research in heavy-ion collisions is to study the properties of deconfined quarks and gluons,
Introduction

the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). Due to the gluon radiation and the multiple scattering inside the hot and dense medium,
propagating partons lose their energy and causes interesting phenomenon called jet quenching. However it is a challenge
to reconstruct full jets including low pT particles because of background fluctuations from underlying events like elliptic flow.
At this point, the powerful method, azimuthal two-particle correlation provides convenient way to understand medium
effects on the jet fragmentation without full reconstruction of jets.

Analysis Procedures
1)

2)

3)

Pb-Pb (0~10%)

4)

pp

1) ~15M Pb-Pb events and ~55M pp events at 2.76 TeV used
to obtain the distribution of Δφ-Δη between trigger and
associated particles in same and mixed events
2) From measured per-trigger yields (or Correlation Function)
with underlying event subtraction, the study of jet properties
can be carried out

3) Flow and combinatorial background have been subtracted
using correlations at large Δη
4) Fitting with projections into Δφ and Δη helps to characterize
the peak shapes and IAA, the ratio of yields of peaks from
Pb-Pb and pp can be can be calculated

Peak shapes & IAA on near-side
1)

2)

3)

1) In Δφ there is no strong dependency on the centrality, while the peak gets wider for
central collisions in Δη. Longitudinal flow could deform the conical jet shape
(PRL 93,242301 (2004))

The trend of peak shapes is generally reproduced by AMPT
2) Near-side IAA in central collisions shows larger enhancement in low pT,assoc
3) From π0-hadron correlation in 0~10% central collisions with neutral pions
as trigger particle, the enhancement (IAA ~ 1.2) is also measured on the near-side
Through the advantage of flexibility of two-particle correlation,
further analysis with categorized trigger particle propagating In-plane and Out-of-plane will be measured
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